This paper aims at developing a clustering approach with spectral images directly from CASSI compressive measurements. The proposed clustering method first assumes that compressed measurements lie in the union of multiple lowdimensional subspaces. Therefore, sparse subspace clustering (SSC) is an unsupervised method that assigns compressed measurements to their respective subspaces. In addition, a 3D spatial regularizer is added into the SSC problem, thus taking full advantages of the spatial information contained in spectral images. The performance of the proposed spectral image clustering approach is improved by taking optimal CASSI measurements obtained when optimal coded apertures are used in CASSI system. Simulation with one real dataset illustrates the accuracy of the proposed spectral image clustering approach.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional spectral imaging (SI) techniques combine the 2D imaging and spectroscopy to sense spatial information across a multitude of wavelengths. The acquired 3D datacube can be viewed as spectral images, where two of the coordinates correspond to the spatial domain and the third one represents the spectral wavelengths. The disadvantage of these techniques is that the volume of datacube grows in proportion to the desired spatial or spectral resolution, and therefore exponentially growing the cost and time of data acquisition. Since the amount of radiation that each material reflects, scatters, ab-With assuming that spectral signatures, which correspond to a land cover class, lie in the same low-dimensional subspace, spectral-based methods such as sparse subspace clustering (SSC) [4] has been proposed to build the adjacent matrix by expressing each spectral pixel as a linear combination of all spectral signatures of the scene. Besides, SSC is realized by solving an l 1 -minimization problem, whose solution is limited to be sparse in order to guarantee that the spectral signatures that correspond to those sparse coefficients belong to the same subspace. However, spectral image clustering is usually a challenging task due to the high-dimensional spectral data sets, which increase complexity and computational cost. Therefore, to mitigate these problems, it is necessary to reduce the dimensionality of spectral images.
The SSC algorithm has been sucessfully applied to perform the spectral image clustering acquired using compressive spectral imaging (CSI) systems. Compressive spectral imaging systems require fewer compressed measuments than thoses obtained with traditional spectral imaging sensors. Our work aims at the clustring of the data acquired by a novel compressive imager, which is known as the spatial-spectral coded compressed spectral imager (3D-CASSI) system. The 3D-CASSI system first encodes spatial and spectral information of a scene using a 3D coded aperture and then the coded information is integrated along the spectral dimension. The 3D-CASSI system is different from the system in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] because that each spatial position of the acquired measurements contains the compressed information of a single coded spectral signature [10] .
Assuming that the compressed measurements lie in the arXiv:1911.01671v1 [eess.IV] 5 Nov 2019 union of multiple low-dimensional subspaces, this paper focuses on the unsupervised classification of every spectral pixel in the scene into one of the known classes from the given set of CASSI compressive measurements. The proposed approach is based on the SSC model where each spectral signature from its own subspace is represented as a sparse linear combination of all the spectral pixels, which ensure that the non-zero entires belong to the same class. Further, similar materials are represented as the neighboring pixels in a spectral image, which can help to extract more information from the data and can reduce the representation error by applying a smooth filter to the sparse matrix [11] .
The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, the coded apertures used in the CASSI are realized by a greedy pursuit (GP) algorithm such that optimal compressed measurements are acquired, allowing the performance of spectral image clustering to be improved on comparison with the clustering performance obtained when traditional randomly coded pastures in CASSI are used [12, 13] . Second, a compressive spectral image clustering approach is formulated, which is based on spectral pixel clustering directly from the compressed measurements.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In 3D-CASSI system, as shown in Fig. 1 , the voxels of the spectral scene is first modulated by using a 3D coded aperture. The coded spectral pixels are then integrated in the focal plane array detector (FPA) detector, along the spectral axis. Let T s i,j,k be the time-varying tridimensional coded aperture in its discrete form and F i,j,k be the discretization of the source, where i, j index the spatial coordinates, k the spectral component, and s the temporal component. The s th discrete output on the FPA can be expressed as
where Y s m,n denotes the attained measurement at the (m, n) th position on the detector at a specific snapshot s whose dimensions are M × N and w m,n is the white noise of the sensing system.
Equation (2) can be rewritten in a linear matrix form as
where y s ∈ R M N and F m,n,k ∈ R M N L are the vectorized representation of Y s m,n and C s m,n,k , respectively, and H is the measurement matrix of the CASSI system, which is determined by the coded aperture pattern T s m,n,k . The ensemble of S measurements can be expressed as
where y S = [(y 0 ) T , ..., (y S−1 ) T ] and H is the concatenation of matrices H s , s = 0, ..., S − 1. Alternatively, the matrix of S coding pattern is defined as
T is a L × M N matrix whose columns are the spectral signatures f j of the data cube. The ensemble of S measurements can be expressed as
Notice in matrix y S that each column value and each row value correspond to a compressed spectral signature and the compressed information (spectral response) of each pixels obtained at s th snapshot, respectively. Then, the matrix y is convenient for SSC due to its structure, which makes easy to discriminate among compressed measurements.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR CODING PATTERN OPTIMIZATION
Inspired by curve-fitting techniques [14] , we utilize a smooth function to obtain the information from the given sets of neighboring spectral bands of interest, which leads to the preservation of the original signal structure.
then the optimization problem can be expressed as
for k = 0, ..., L − 1 and s = 0, ..., S − 1. The formulation given in (4) can be solved by applying the greedy pursuit (GP) as shown in Algorithm 1 because it can reduce computational complexity and improves computational efficiency.
Specifically, the design procedure in Algorithm 1 consists of four f or loops. For the first f or loop, the calculation of the number of spectral bands required, which is determined by a band strcuture with Λ, is used to minmize the value of the matrix H s (H s ) in (4) . For the second f or loop, two cut-off wavelengths λ sit 1 and λ sit 2 obtained from the given set U ran [argmin k u k ] are exploited in order to minimize the value of the matrix (H T k )H k in (4) based on the calculation of inner product between adjacent spectral bands. Subsequently, the third f or loop involves the assembling of h sit λ s it l whose entries are iid standard Gaussian random variables obtained from the set of pairs of two-cutoff wavelengths (λ sit 1 , λ sit 2 ) to minimize the inner product in the second f or loop.
Notice in Fig. 2(a) that the block-unblock entries for the optimal coding pattern present a uniform spectral distribution providing a better sampling. Notice in Fig. 2(b) that the random coding pattern results in oversampling or unsampling of part of all spectral bands. Algorithm 1: Generate the optimal coding pattern Input: L, S, Λ Output:
end f or 6: λ sit 1 , λ sit 2 ∼ U ran [argmin k u k ] 7:
k k = 0 8: f or k ← λ sit 1 to λ sit 
3D-SPATIAL REGULARIZED SPARSE SUBSPACE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR CSI
We open a 3D moving window with the size of 3 × 3 × 3 at each coefficient vector and limit the difference between it and the mean of the neighboring pixels by c −c 2 F < ε, where ε is the restriction andc ∈ R M N ×M N is the mean coefficient matrix attained by rearranging the mean 3D cubẽ c ∈ R M ×N ×M N to a 2D matrix.
It is natural to introduce the 3D spatial regularization term into the SSC model framework to model sparse optimization 
where α is a regularization coefficient denoting the relative contribution of the spatial constraint term. The sparse optimization problem (5) can be solved with the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). We then use the obtained sparse coefficient matrix c to create the weighted adjacency matrix w ∈ R M N ×M N . The final result can then be achieved by applying the spectral clustering [15, 16] to the similarity graph.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiment was conducted on the Indian Pines image. This data set has 70 × 70 pixels and 200 spectral bands. This scene covers an agricultural field and contains 4 main classes: corn-no-till(2), grass (7) , soybeans-no-till (10) , and soybeans-minimum-till (11) . There are 10249 labeled samples for this data set, with the distribution listed in Table I . The clustering is a challenging task because the spectral signatures of the land-cover classes in this area are very similar and some of the spectral curves are seriously mixed, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The false-color image and the growth truth are shown in Fig.  3(a) and (b). The cluster map of the various clustering approaches are shown in Fig. 4(b) -(e), and the corresponding quantitative evaluation of the clustering results is provided in Talbe II, respectively, with 10% labeled samples for training and the rest for testing. In the table, the optimal value of each row is shown in bold and the second best results are underlined. From Fig. 4 and Table II , it can be clearly observed that the Optimal-codes-3D-SRSSC and Full-data-3D-SRSSC obtain a better accuracy by making use of the spatial neighborhood information. Also, compared with Random-codes-3D-SRSSC, Optimal-codes-3D-SRSSC performs better, obtaining a higher accuracy, which demonstrates the optimal codes approximately preserve the similarities among spectral pixels. Finally, the proposed approach obtains clustering results comparable to the classification of the full data by the Fulldata-3D-SRSSC and Full-data-SSC. Nevertheless, the proposed approach reduces the computational time by 83.65% and 83.23% compared to Full-data-3D-SRSSC and Full-data-SSC. 
